






Interpreting The Topic

 Command - Tells you what to do

 Topic - The general area of discussion

 Focus - The specific area of discussion

Universities should not be run like businesses. Discuss

topic focus topic command



Common Key Task Words in Assignments

Account for Analyse Assess Comment on Compare Criticise

Define Describe Discuss Evaluate Examine Explain

Generate Hyporeporte Illustate Integrate Interpret Justify

Outline Relate Revew State Summarise







Introductions and report statements





Guidelines for writing a report statement



Example

Essay topic : Do the advertisements targeting speeding drivers work?

report : Although the number of speeding drivers will never be reduced to zero, the
advertisements targeting them are having a positive effect because people are 
taking notice of the gruesome consequences of excessive speed.

Sample introduction

Every teenager is thrilled at the prospect of sitting behind the driver’s wheel of a car. At some stage,
though, the excitement turns into complacency and bad habits are often formed. Many of these bad
habits have little effect on safety. A few, however, such as drunk driving and speeding, are
dangerous and a great deal of time and effort is put into getting people out of these habits. Many
campaigns, though, are not successful because they are easily ignored. This has not been the case
with the campaign against speeding drivers. Although the number of speeding drivers will
never be reduced to zero, the advertisements targeting them are having a positive
effect because people are taking notice of the gruesome consequences of excessive
speed.



Paragraphs

 The controlling idea should be developed in the rest of the paragraph with 
relevant factual details, examples, explanations, defy nations, or research 
data.

 Try to ensure that you have no less than three sentences per paragraph.
 Be careful to avoid sentences that may be too long. Ideally, a sentence 

should be no longer than three lines.
 Paragraphs should be arranged in a logical sequence and should also be 

well linked.
 Connections can be made between sentences and between 

paragraphs by using signposts or transitional
 words and phrases to indicate change, comparison, or agreement.
 Signposts tell the reader
 Signposts make your writing flow more smoothly and make it easier to 

follow
 More signposts are provided within the section on Techniques for putting 

authors’ ideas in your own words



Conclusions

 Conclusions round off your essay. They remind the reader of all 
your main points and explain the significance of your argument.

 The concluding paragraph of an essay should include:
- A narrow statement relating the conclusion to the 

preceding paragraph.
- A restatement of the proposition or report statement.
- A brief summary of the main points made in the essay.
- A final, broad statement on the significance of the 

argument, and, if appropriate, its implications.

 Your conclusion should not just be a list of the points you have 
made.





Example :

By promoting a caring atmosphere in schools, teachers can reduce the 
likelihood of bullying. Above all, teachers need to inform themselves and the 
rest of the school community so that together they can develop a policy to 
discourage bullying. By educating themselves about bullying, teachers and
parents have the knowledge to set up effective programs and structures both 
within the classroom and for the whole school. Furthermore, by removing the 
opportunity for children to bully, providing children with a stimulating 
environment, and giving them the tools to deal with conflict appropriately, 
teachers can reduce children’s inclination to bully. Although bullying will 
never be fully eradicated and must be dealt with as soon as it occurs, 
increasing awareness of the problem is making schools a safer and 
more enjoyable environment in which children can learn.



Strategies for Organizing Points in 
Assignments



The Process of Revision

The Process of  Revision

Key question Introduction Body

Conclusion Referencing Presentation

Content


